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INTRODUCTION 
One Muscovy line (L302) was created at the Ilan Branch Institute of the Taiwan Livestock 
Research Institute (Duck Research Center, DRC) in Taiwan since 1984 to genetically improve 
the growth performance (Tai, 1986). A mild selection pressure was applied on individual 
phenotypic values of body weight at 10 weeks of age. From generations 0 to 8 (G0 to G8), body 
weight at 10 and 18 weeks of age, and the feather length at 10 weeks of age in male and female 
ducks (BW10m, BW10f, BW18m, BW18f, FL10m, FL10f, respectively) were measured. Using 
the genetic parameters of these traits estimated in the base population the genetic trends over the 
eight generations of selection were calculated (Hu et al.,1999). Taiwan is a subtropical island and 
most of duck houses are opened or in semi-confinement. The climatic effect was supposed to be 
important. A control line allows to take into account the environmental variations to estimate the 
selection response (Hill, 1972). The use of BLUP breeding values could increase the efficiency 
of the selection. The selection program was modified by using the BLUP animal model for 
predicting additive genetic value instead of phenotypic value as selection criterion, and by 
creating a control line since the G8 in 1997. The goal of this study was thus to analyze the 
response to selection for an increased body weights at 10 weeks of age in the first three 
generations of the selection experiment. Selection response, predicted genetic response and 
genetic trends were calculated and discussed.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Animals and experimental procedures. The new experiment was established in 1997 with 
animals of the generation 8 (G8) of the former selection experiment. The number of ducks 
involved as parents and in individual performance test in G8 up to G11, the selection differentials 
on breeding values of body weight at 10 weeks of age in the selected line (LS) and the control or 
unselected line (LC) are shown in Table 1. There were four hatches between June 11 and July 
22,1997,in G8. Four hundred seventy six males and 504 females were individually measured and 
data were recorded. Among these ducks, 18 males and 87 females were selected to constitute the 
parents of the selected line (LS), 13 males and 47 females were chosen to constitute the control 
or unselected line (LC). Both lines were maintained at the same time under standardized 
conditions at the DRC. The management was described in Hu et al. (1993), Hu (1999). In the LS, 
male and female ducks in each generation were selected in a first step, within sire family, by 
truncation of superior values of the BLUP animal model for the body weight at 10 weeks of age, 
using the male breeding value (GBW10M) both in male and female ducks. In a second step the 
males were selected according to their ability to give semen at semen collection, the females with 
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best laying ability were selected to produce progeny. In LC, in the first step, males and females 
where chosen, within sire family, when their breeding values were near the mean of the 
population in G8 and G9 and they were randomly chosen in G10 and G11. In the second step the 
males were chosen like for LS, the females were chosen randomly. The theoretical experimental 
procedure was described in Hu (1999).The model for the prediction of additive genetic values of 
the selected trait was as described in Hu et al. (1999): a multivariate analysis with an animal 
model of BW10m, BW10f, BW18m, BW18f, Fl10m, Fl10f was performed, using the model :  
yij=hi+aj+eij  
where yij was the performance of the jth animal born in the ith hatch, hi was the fixed effect of the 
ith hatch, aj the random additive genetic effect of the jth animal, eij the random residual term. In 
each generation, all the ancestors of the selection candidates back to the founder animals were 
taken into account to establish the additive genetic relationship matrix. The performance of 
ducks in all generations (from G0) was also taken into account. The genetic parameters used 
were shown in Hu et al. (1999). Predicted genetic values were estimated by Pest 4.2 package 
(Groeneveld and Kovac, 1990), with BLUP applied to an animal model, with a performance file 
of 9912 animals from G1 to G11, a pedigree file of 12283 animals. For each generation, the 
means predicted genetic values of each trait were calculated. Starting from the parents selected in 
G8 of the former selection, this new experiment with a selected and control line was conducted 
over 3 generations from 1997 to 2001 (G8 to G11). Theoretically the LS was bred with 20 sires 
and 100 dams, the LC was bred with 14 sires and 42 dams. Purpose was to maintain the sire 
origins over the successive generations. 
 
Statistical analysis. All records were analyzed using the SAS univariate procedure (SAS 
Institute, 1994), to calculate means and phenotypic standard deviations (sd). The selection 
differentials on breeding values of body weight at ten weeks of age in the LC line were calculated 
in each generation, as differences between the averages of animals chosen as parents and of all 
animals measured in that generation. They were calculated in order to detect unintentional 
selection. The cumulated generation selection responses were measured as the differences in the 
averages of phenotypic performance of animals in the LS and LC lines. Their variances were 
calculated taking into account the variance of error measurements and genetic drift variance 
(Falconer and Mackay, 1996). The predicted genetic responses to selection on body weight at 10 
weeks of age was estimated from the within generation line difference (LS-LC) for average 
predicted breeding values of that trait in males (GBW10M). These predicted additive genetic 
values were calculated in a 6-trait analysis using the BLUP methodology. For simplification, the 
approximate standard deviations for the generation LS-LC differences were calculated with the 
variances of the predicted additive genetic values. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In G9 to G11,1182 male,1180 female ducks were measured in LS line, 385 male and 420 female 
ducks were measured in LC line. On average, male and female selection differentials on 
predicted breeding values were 50.8 in LS and 25 in LC per generation (Table 1). Thus, there was 
unintentional selection in the LC line.  
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Table 1.  The experimental population for the selection  
 

Generation Line Hatch Hatch period Ducks Parents S.D 
G8 LS 4 11/06/97-22/07/97  M=18 79 

     F=87 68 
 LC    M=13 44 
     F=47 -12 

G9 LS 2 20/07/98-27/07/98 M=341 M=20 15 
    F=311 F=99 20 
 LC   M=116 M=9 30 
    F=158 F=34 26 

G10 LS 4 19/06/00-10/07/00 M=532 M=24 84 
    F=509 F=95 39 
 LC   M=178 M=10 63 
    F=186 F=28 -1 

G11 LS 5 06/08/01-03/09/01 M=309   
    F=360   
 LC   M=91   
    F=76   

Hatch : number of hatches ; M : male ; F : female 
LS : Selection line ; LC : Control line 
SD : Selection differential on predicted breeding values in the LS and LC lines 
 
Table 2. Means ± standard deviation of body weight (g) at 10 weeks of age (BW10)  
and of its predicted additive genetic value (GBW10M) from G9 to G11 
 

  LS LC 
Gener Sex No BW10 GBW10M No BW10 GBW10M 

G8 M 476 2752±416 176±108 476 2752±416 176±108 
G9  341 3681±257 251±67 116 3618±273 201±63 

G10  532 3486±315 268±90 178 3543±494 242±81 
G11  309 3719±430 340±103 91 3638±344 273±85 

        
G8 F 504 1897±504 176±112 504 1897±504 176±112 
G9  311 2329±149 252±68 158 2309±157 205±67 

G10  509 2360±218 269±92 186 2337±202 236±72 
G11  360 2460±180 333±105 76 2446±142 286±90 

M : male ; F : female ; No : number of animals 
LS : Selection line ; LC : Control line 
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Table 3. Selection response means±standard deviation (1st line), mean of predicted genetic 
response (2nd line) for the body weight at 10 weeks of age, in male and female ducks 
 

Generation 
Sex G9 G10 G11 

Male 63±39 -57±80 81±81 
 50±6.9 26±6.1 67±10.7 

Female 20±23 23±40 14±37 
 47±7.1 33±4.9 47±4.0 

 
Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations of body weight at 10 weeks of age, and of the 
additive genetic value of animals of the population from G8 to G11. Table 3 shows the selection 
responses of body weight at 10 weeks of age in male and female ducks, and the predicted genetic 
responses. The observed selection response means have large standard deviations and are not 
significant. The genetic progress was underestimated because there was an unintentional 
selection of the control line. The predicted genetic responses from BLUP under an animal model 
were less variable, as expected, and seem to be significant. From G8 to G11,the genetic levels of 
body weight at 10 weeks of age increased along the 3 generations of selection from 176 to 340 
and from 176 to 333, in male and female ducks respectively in LS line. The genetic levels 
increased by 0.22σg and by 0.20 σg on average per generation of selection in male and female 
duck respectively for LS line.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Under Taiwanese and tropical climate conditions, it would be useful to understand the 
environment effect. The primary results did not show a selection response. They show favourable 
predicted genetic response and genetic trend of body weight at 10 weeks of age. It would be 
worth-while to analyse further the data of the coming generations of the selection experiment. 
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